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1. INTRODUCTION

In tfiio paper in the framework of the quantum field-theoretioal model

that ca;- be solved exactly the description of propagation of photons in crystal

is ĵ iveti. The results are quite interesting per ss, nnroover they are useful

in " iria.nsl.-jting " into quantum l.an.Ti&'je the we!l-kno:m .?,,'aM-Oseen extinction

theorem.

The paper is organized in follows : the model is described in section 21

in section 3 the' general problem is formulated; in sections 4 and 5 the prooaj-a-

tion of one— and n—photons wave packets is studied; section 6 is devoted to tre inve-

stigation of spontaneous emission of excited crystal; in section 7 the propagation

of photons in the excited crystal is studied and in the last section the quantum

Ewald-Oseen theorem is proved.

2. MODEL

Our aim is to investigate in the framework of the quantum field theory

the main features of the propa"aticn of photons in the orystal. To do this we

will make use of the model, in wJiioh the radiation (photon field) is supposed

. to have a. frequency close to the resonant, one, so the emitters can be repla-

ced by the two level atoms. To make the problem as simple as possible,

"the diseipativeF the polarization and the temperature effects as well as the

effects due to the direct interaction of the atoms and due to the finite dimensions

of the crystal are not taken into account, Therefore the ideal

infinite cabic crystal lattice formed by the two level fixed atoms is chosen

as the model • of- the crystal.

The Hamiltonian of interaction between the electromagnetic radiation and

•the crystal can be defined as follows:

Here Vf ? **£ ( Vp i N j ) are the operators of the creation(ami.hilation)

f- in the esaH;*) an4 the basin states*of the atom

"Tiese operators do obey +he nommutation relations

(2.2)

The operators have the form:

u,)t ^ c l ^

where-the operators w {%.)(&, (ft,; ) are describing the creation (anihilation)

**) ?
of tho photon ' with momentum K . The nonzero commutator for these opera-

tors is

(2-3)

C-numbar functions Mt I "-/are the forrafaetors of the atoms and they can he ex-

pressed through the wavefunctions of the excited n \*. ) and the nonexcited Aî

atom (see for instance l"l])r

fifit)?s -e

The formfactors are the same for all atoms, !>ecause the latter are supposed to be

identical through ,t.ha crystal.

The resonant frequency W j is e<iual to a difference between the energies

of the V and N states of the atom. Because it is supposed that the atom ia

*11 According to the nature of atom one can expect that the antioommutators

are to he used instead of the commutators for the operators "» and Up ,

In fact, as can be shown the equations of motion (see section 3) are the same

in both oases.

' In our model the real pho-tons are changed by the scalar VJ —bosons (not

necessary itassless). Further, we will call these Q —bosons as the photons •
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fixed i t LE convenient to put U->0 z. ]"\ ^ en

masses of the V - and Kj- -ar t ic les .

r\ «Vi -i~e t h e

The sum in (?.l) in tpJcen through nil atoms whose coor-'in.-te- Ere:

where (k* is the lattice constant.

It is clear now thnt our model. represents - modification of the

well-Jcnown T.D. Lee model [2],

The Lee model (see also [3-5]) which describes the interaction 'between the

two-level emitter (atom, nuclei) and the 0 -boson field (photon, ->ion) is one
field

of the few nontrivial/thsoretic?! models that cf»n be solved exactly. During the

period since I95*1 when T.D.Lee's paper appeared much o*" the interest in the

model pertained to renormalization methods [6-19], The model WB.R studied in

the higher sectors [20-33] &*"! many different mathematical s,piTO?cheB were

proposed (see for instance [30] and [3d] ), A great deal of the work was

done in the VG -sector which served as the model for describing the

stimulated emission [6] (see also [35-52]). Besidesthis the nonlinear Lee model

[53] and the relat ivist ic extension of the model [5^] were proposed. Calculations

were made also for "the case where the mass of the atom is supposed to be finite

0 1 , [13] and [55].

The model we will study is the gener^liration 0 ' the Lee model when there

is infinite.number of filed emitters an-' the arbitrary number of the 0 -bosons I

' He will sometimes call the V . ?nA N -

and N -particles,

' One can formally say that we will trept the

with arbitrary n and **i •

the =tom *=s the V~

- n)(J J\V *M C sectoi-c

3. GENERAL PROBLEM

The evolution of the system "

tior f^"' is desoribod by th^

lT̂ .+ iOTi " in the JiVrry r

equation for the sta+e veotnr

Here we suppose that Ft * (- ~ * . '^/,i,t,at is the vector of the initial

sta+e at t '0 . If we demand l ^ l V ~? ̂  at t "> - » then the

initial conditions are taken into account through the addition of the term

iS(t)|'+J> in the r.h.s. of the equation (3,'U (see [57].).

now t,he question is of v)-a-l >ind can the initial conditions be ? We will

enumerate here ^l1 initial conditions that we will studj in sections 4—7 '

i) T,at there be at t * O one photon while all atoms are in ^ state

(nonexcited crystal). The initial state vector in this case can be expressed

in ne3f+ for>n;

zed to one. T"he function

where the state vector nf the " Physical vacuum " S ™ ) = U N , \Oj> is normali-

(more precisely its Courier transform

) ) describes the form of the photon packet at t -O , Thg norm

of this funo+ion is -taken to be eqoal to one :

i.i) Tor the rotate tii.+h n photons and crystal in basic state the initial

vector is;

\en there are no phase correlations between the photons the function

xpressed through the one-photon packet functions r . KX/-

J

iX)
ian be exp
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Z (E, ) - 1 (3.4)

By writing the index j for functi ons K w) we went to take into account
J J J

_ (10*), •

that the photons may not "be identical. Is in case i) for the functions <i («, J

we use the norm:

(3.2)

Due to (3.2) and the commutation relation (2.3) the norm for * ' ;,;K- takes

a more complicated form. Particularly, in the case lfl~Z we have;

and

If dhor all then:

iii) He will also study the evolution of the system " crystal+radiation "

when at t -O the radiation is in the coherent atate

(*°>

It is clear that if \d'v- lr ^^J\ ' l then:

iv) 1-fhen at t.«O one atom of the crystal is excited then the initial atate

veotdr i s '

For the function we can use the norm:

-5-

In that particular case when the atom number

function in the next form:

is excited we can write this

v) When at t"O C atoms of the crystal are excited wo have:

Due to the commutator (2.2) and the condition (3-4) we have:

(3.5)

The relation (3.5) °an easily be proved. For instance, let t *2, , then;

and

Con. -in

z E" 41;
Because of the condition (3.4) and the fact that E / = 5|l (so X» (=

• E.-»Sj,i-»O ) we finally Have the relation (3.5) for t = 2

vi) The most general initial state vector is that of the case when at

the system consists of n photons and m excited atoms

-6-



(n E 7 v, IO \n A,
"M ' ' '"

f (3.*)

When one sutrooseS that

the norm of the initial state vectorstate vector I T ) . deoends on

then

on the form of the

functions r \K ) . Particularly, when thev are equal then:
J J

After one of the initial conditions i-vi is chosen, the question is how

to find the state vector at t > 0 other words how to solve the

Schrodinger equation (3.1),

Before we give the answer *o this question {see sections 4-7) we show

what is the general form of the state vector at t. > O ^ a Mhat one

can do with th is vecrtor.

First of a l l we mention that due to the form of the TTamiltonian (2.1) the

number of the photons and the V -particles (sn called " Lee number") is the

integral of motion. This ia true because the onerator R** ZJ VO VA * U5fc. CL («JO- (K)

of the numhex* of the V —particles and the Photons commutates with the Hamil-

ton ian:

_ A A

The functions (..-,? * V'-> K* ' are ^ e amplitudes of the probability

to find our system in the state with *• photons and ° V—particles when at

t - 0 the system was in the s-tate witi: \rr\ photons and f* V —partic-

leR. These very functions are to be calculated from the Schxodinger equation.

After finding them the nseanvalues of the physical operators Mi can

be commuted:

(3.9)

We will treat further the mean values of the operators of the energy density

of r!>d^atirai

instance [581):

.iir(»#t) - —
(y

and the full number of the photons Irt (see for

where {fk
(3.10)

and

Due to the form of these operators we can write their meanvalues in the next form:

This is the reason why at v?C'

•the superposition of the vectors

with K, photons pjitj J )J-particles:

vector

where

can be expressed as

describing the states

(3.7)

(3.S)

'Jecause Lhe value of the norm Z. is the integral of the motion we can write:

*"

ITow it is time to solve the Schrodinger equation (3.1).

- 8 -
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A. MIGRATION OF ONE PHOTON IN CRYSTAL

In th is section ".re will describe the mirat ion of the. one photon in the

crystal . :'e 'fill, suppose that at t-O there i s just one photon and the atoms

are in the basic s ta tes . The i n i t i a l state vector in this case is (see case 1 of

the previous section):

(4.1)

at t > O i s of the nejrtAccording to(3.7J the 3tate vector ' ^ * ' /

form:

v . fei)

> - If(t)
where (sea<3.8))s

«o\ ->

F

Now we insert and ,^ ,

(4-2)

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

into the Schrodinger ecpiation (3.1) with

the Hamiltonian (2.1)- This equation nao be split into the system of two

equations:

(4.4aj

(4.4b)

from where the einiations for the fonctions r (f<,t) and F p v'*-' can be obtained.

In the energetical representation:

(4.5a)

t" (t.\ -!. _
^ ) rr

these equations take the next form:

(O (4.5*)

'fee^'Q'U.)

(SI) (*O>. (4.6b)

To solve them we multiply (4.6b) by

e
and do summaticn through a l l + . Here we make use of the trigonometrical Bum

(see

i-fhere J - * O. / and Q t, i s the reciprocal-latt ice vector:

Now we introduce ithe new function p (fe £.) :

and the equations (4-6) can be rewritten in the following way:

CL (OF (it,t)* f" (O

(4.8)

(4.9a)

(4.3b)

where P< ' fe * ^ 4

How we siibstitute the function

equation (4-S'D) and obtain:

defined by (4-9a) into

-10-



c
F

where (jj -. [6* |

For p "(£,£.) «e will then obtain:

F (M

(/I.JO)

(01». *

Due to the definition (A. ft) of the function ' \l*,c. / it is clear that:

and from (4.10) we obtain the solution for F (*:,£.) .

(4.11)

(4.12)

Ŵ  should stress here that we do not t reat var problem perturbatively and

that (4«Il) and (4.12) are the exact solutions with no restr ict ion on the wave

length of the radiation.

Now the long nave afpraximaticn cai be introduced. In this approximation i t i s

supposed that the forrafactor Ct \K/ is tC fforent from zero only when the

wavelength 'A of the radiation i s much bigger than the period of the la t t ice

0L, * ) • Function CK.^1) can \>e defined in the following way:

Particularly, this is the case of the real photons in the crystal when

-g -w
J 10 CIA and OJ " >° Cf^ .

-II-

0 • 1 4 0

fiinotionH I" V . ^ and r l^.t; in this approximation

F

Finally we will make the Fourier -transformation (4.5) and obtain the solutions

in *b—representation * ) .

(Oc

where

(4.14a)

(4.14b)

(4.15)

do,,
Vie notice that the function f̂  ( t^ «am be esrpresBed through F k t , t ) by the

ration, f f \ « - ^Ji

Here the integration was done with respect to the conditions^

tin. iF °(t(t) . F Ct,*)j = 0

-12-



Now when vie find the functions r {.fc,O and Fp t* / we can calculate the

mean values of the physical operators. Particularly, for the energy density of

the photon field (see(3.H)) we have:

£

and the whole energy of the photon field at "t > O is:

To make the last formulae as transparent as

that the initial photon was monochromatic so that:

possible we can suppose

and then for the energy of the radiation we get:

He can conclude that there sure heats of energy from the radiation field to the

crystal and back (the period of these 'beats is T 1 " /A.p } and that there

are some moments at t > 0 when all energy is cumulated asain in the photon

field •', This ijives an explanation as to why the quantum generators do exist.

In the end of this section '.re will shovr explicitly that the Lee number is the

integral of the notion. To do this it is necessary to find the mean value of the

operator R --£ £ } o.*"̂  I)

This is not in our opinion a trivialptet. One can suppose that the energy

of the initial photon will be at t > 0 distributed through the ;;rystal

in the form of the oxci+ation energy of the atons and r.ê er again will it all be

concentrated as the enor^ °^ '"1-e radiation,

-13-

The last expression due to (4.2) can be revrritten in the next form:

or with respect to (4.3):

j , i < t e ) - I 2 v i e ^

After inserting the values for the functions f" »

(4.14b) into (4.17) we obtain

(4.14a) and

(4.17)

*~̂  ft)

W>i| A*

Because of the definition (4-15) of ^ t for we finally have:

as it i-ras necessary to prove.

5, EVOLUTION OF N PHOTONS PACKETS IN CRYSTAL

Let us now suppose that at t ~ 0 our system consits of n photons and

nonexcited crystals. In this case the initial state vector is:

In this section vie will solve the Schr'odineer equation (3.1) fop this initial

condition.

First of all we recall the results of the previous section and will make some

preliminary notes. He introduce the operator ^ C"t) such that:

40>.« . tut.

where F

therefore :

-14-
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We also introduce a new operator

(5-2)

Because the functions r ^ t * ) and ' f. ^* ) are the solutions of -the

Sehro&inger equation (3.1) the identity

- 0 , t >o (5.3)

takes place.

Now we turn OUT- attention to the n photons problem, 1+ Is clear that the

in i t i a l state vector I ' / liitiftt can be expressed through the operators

A:

Let us suppose that ' the relation (5-4) is true also at \~>O , so that
if. *

fi\ lih\

(5.5)

To verify tile last assumption we have to show that (5-5) turns the Schrodinj:er

equation

(5.6)

into an identity.

TS"rom definitions (5.1)j (5.2) and from the expression for the Hamiltonian

-15-

(2.1) and commutators (2.2) and (2.3) it is clear that:

The Schrodinger equation (5.6) can be now written in the following way:

n

j ft)... A

where the line under the operator means that:

- O (5-7)

Now it is olrvious that due to the relation (5.3) the Schrodinger equation

(5.7) turns to the identity. So our assumption was true and 'H'CO/

is really the solution of the problem.

The functions F (£,• t((,
t);

1:ha"t; were introduced in (3.8) are:

here we suppose that the functions Fj (ft,' ) axe equal for all j .The

energy density (3.II) of the radiation in this case is:

1 / ̂  v

(see (4.16)). Of course, the relation (5-8) is tcue only for the identical

nhotons. If *".• tft.- J are different for different I the expressions for the
J J J

meanvalues of the operators are more complicated. Particularly, in the case

f\ i 2, for the operator of the number of photons we have:

-16-



nhere £ is defined by (3-3). If '< C O is equal to F) (& ) , then from

(5,9) we obtain

Mow when we krcw how to treat the n photon problem it is easy to studv the

problem when at t * 0 the radiation is in the coherent state and the crystal

is in the basic state. This problem is not only of academical interest — it is

known that in laser physics the coherent states play an important role.

So, at i = 0 let the state vector be

(5.10)

Using the same arguments as earlier one can verify that at t ? © the state

vector is:

(5.II)

This result explicitly shows that the radiation will, remain i.r>. the coherent

state in the case when the crystal is nonejccited a+, t —& .It <;ill be

shown later that the situation is different when at t =• 0 some of the atoms

of'the crystal are excited.

Making use of the expression (5-II) one can calculate the meanvalue of

the energy density of the radiation:

SPONTANEOUS EMISSION OF EXCITED CRYSTAL.

.Now •••e will, turn our attention to i*e problem of the spontaneous

emission of one exci.t?J atom in the crystal. The state vector at t"=O in

case is (see section 3 )'•

/co _ feo-

If we want to know how the atom emits the photon ' we have to find the state

vector (T (*-) ̂  a-t "t ">O and then using the formulae (3-9) to calcu-

late the mean values of such operators as V^V* , V « 'B and

a-t b > OAs was shown in section 3 the state vector

can be split into two vectors:

where

(iO'l

(A)

(A)1

where W ()?i) is defined by (4.16).

' The problem we want to solve is similar tô  that of P.A.H.Birao [60] on

the spontaneous emission of the excited atom. The difference is that we consider the

atom in the crystal. In Dirac's case the atom waa supposed to be located in

the vacuum.

-17- -18-



In the energetical

(00

2TK J

the equation

E
CM

(e<>

{S.I,

(6.re)

turns into the system of two equations for the functions C \R,t,/ and t p \t-/

(A) *•

(6.2a)

(6.2b)

After making use of the trigonometrical sum (4-7) an(i introducing a new function

(oO _,

(A) ' | (AIT tA; \ ^y
"the ecpia"tiona (6*2) can "be rewritten in the next form:

(6.30

These equations can be solved in exactly the same way as the equations (4-9)

-19-

av..d the rssui .s w e :

(oO -

(40)

(A) r r Mi51
T'hese results are the exact solutions of (6.3). "fo obtain them directly

without using a perturbative approach. , ,

In the long wave approximation (4-13) the functions E (Ci,O a"d E (.ft,1-

(A) CO
in t—representation (6.1) â re:

(A)

(A)

Wow one can calculate the mean value of the energy density operator (3.10)

(6.5)

i *io A. tK

-20-



where the relation r . v was used.

For the mean value of the operator of the number of photons we have

n
(
(A)

We will leave the expressions for W (\ I) and f\ ( t j
tA r (A J

in the

integral form. To make a detailed numerical analysis i t is necessary to specify

the formfactor Q ( & ) and th»n to calculate the integrals.

Now we will make uae of the solutions (6.4) and will calculate the mean

value •*(») ' o f ' t*e operator Vĵ Vg • This operator describes

the probability to find the atoai nuber S in the V state when at t * O -the

atom number A was excited. This problem i s similar to that of E.Fermi [6l] when

the probability of the excitation of the atom B was calculated in the case when

a-t t - 0 atom A was excited. Here both atoms were supposed to be

in the vacuum.

In the crystal for the probability

Using the expression

fro

W tBj- We can find:

(6.6)

(A)

the function ,"". can be written in the folloving way:

Prom (6.6) and (6.7) one can immediately see that

was expected. Further calculations should concern the formfaetor,

but this is beyond the scope of the present paper and

will be investigated later *1.

How we can continue to study the problem of tie spontaneous emission of the

crystal when at t = 0 there are K, excited atoms. The initial state

vector in this ease is:

\ %

To solve the Schrodinger equation (3.1) with this initial condition we first

of all introduce ttie following notation for the one excited atom problem:

(o<)

where the functions E Id I) and

of the Schrodinger equation with the initial

It is clear that:

C (O
A

+ are the solutions (6.4)

| (A)

Further we introduce the operator

A

such that;

(A)

' The preliminary calculations show that there nay be several maxima of the

probability N \S,t") .

-21-



Now we can rewrite the in i t i a l s tate vector ' » / iflih^t i n *n e following way:

' - l< A

(£.9)

As in the previous section we will suppose that the relation (6.9} is correct

also at t > O f BO -that:

- n

This assumption can be verified easily. Due to the identity:

and the commutation relations

(6.10)

CO

(I)

Making use of the formulae (3.II) for the energy density W (* l ) we find

the Sohrodinger equation

turns into the identity when V^(X' / defined hy (6.10) is inserted into it.

The state vector (6.10) describes the evolution of the system when at ^ = 0

K, atoms were in the V state. How we will calculate the energy density of

*he radiation in tho case K * Z, . We can suppose that the atoms with numbers

A and B ate in the V state at b ~O , so we have:

(01)

C M C Co)

At t ? 0 the state vector is ( see (6.10) ):

(A)

»/]
By direct calculation one can find that:

and

(AV (A)

-23-



where +n<v funri i ™.s — ^"S ' mo .—» \*- > are ̂ e f ' iw l b " f>» r s l n ^ O ' S
<Al (AH

(h.4) . Because a+ t " 0 *^s different, atoms ar= sx^'+efl { A £ B ^

have that Oi.ii * 0 . For the aneTv denpit^r ^e firial" • obtain +he

where / U r / , (*,*} "i-3 "the energy density of the radiation in +he nase ŴIHTI at

^. - ( j the atom number A was excited ( see (6.5) )•

When at t"»° K atoms of the crystal are excited then the enerpy

density i s

foil

The vdiole energy of the r ad i a t i on oar a l so be found:

where AW (t / is the to ta l energy of radiation when at -t *O juat

atom i s excited:

At t h i s point we copclude the di.scussion about the spontaneous emission of

the excited crystal.

-25-

7 . MIGRATION OF PHOTONS IN EXCITED CRYSTAL

-.p. v?i n. stnflv*he ™s* - e r e r i l problem when a+.

+.h<5 s t a t e vi>;;+or "i s r

>|t5 nan rewrite 1^^,,;'^^, through the operators .1) and ^

t-o

(7.1)

One nan easily verify ( aee sections 5 and 7 ) that the state vector

I " I"

is the solution of the Schrodinger equation (3.1) with the initial condition

(7.1).

Further we aply this result calculating the energy density of the

radiation when at t -0 the systems consists of one photon and the

orystal with one excited atom ( number B }. The initial state vector in this

case is:

' Tn the F.ee model when just one atom is taken into aoopount the *P

snattprinf nroblem was formulated by Kallen and Pauli [61. Por the first -time

it was solve* by Imado [̂ 1̂ and Pagriamenta Fy!~^ and was then discussed, many

tines

-26-



t ?Q K"t " V
1
 *: v ••= •"••': o~\ • "''• ?.r>

 +
 "•"• n

- A(0C5(t)l<P>

and for the e m . f ^ den^i
4,1 J

I } T"r^ obtain

>' *

(J)

where the functions F (fc t). •", U , 'EjMare Try relations

(4-14) and (6.4) consequently. One can prove

and so for the enerjr" density we have:

where J ^ V̂ 't'N ̂ s ~the energy density ir the case when at \ e*^ there is

just one photon and all atoms are in the H state (4,16). ̂ he energy density
(Ml

(Xjt } (6.5) is for the case when only atom number B is excited in our system.

The last problem we will study in this se'-t.ion i s csinrected with the evolution Y)

-21-

it)

theni+ T.^r; ?jt;OT-r̂  -̂ ĥ .-i-. • f1 + V •r'^rl.n1 .:•= >- vh^ ban" c ^t^ . to '?,+ ^ - O

^o'nr>T"ert s^rr1. of the j iat ln '" : 't^r : '' ? oonservo^ ^ t- y Q

Hie now s'-n'-i that the coherent 3*ate r>f •'hf! rari ration i s destroyed at

t ? O ••rhen at t ~ 0 soirie .utomr, of the '-.Tya-t a.1 are excited.

ije+ us smnpoSR ths i n i t i a l s ta te vector i-^*

Tt is d ear that at

the forn:

the state vector ' will take

(7.2)

Because the operator C , (f), (f) is proportional to (X.

coherent state of the radiation is really destroyed at "L ? O

The enerfjy density of the radiation in this case is:

Ĉ the

8. EWALD - 03EEK EXTIHCTION THEOREM. QUANTUM APPROACH

The well-known theorem of the classical electrodynamics the so-called

extinction theorem was formulated Try P.P.Bwald [62] in 1912 in his tiasic

investigations on the foundations of crystal optics and by C.W.Oseen [63]

in 1915 in the studies of the dispersion of the light in the material media.

The usual formulation of the theorem ia as follows (see also [64-65]):

" The radiation field in the medium can be expressed as the sum of two terras,

one of which obeys the wave equation in the vacuum and cancels out exactly

the incident wave, whereas the other satisfies the wave equation for propaga-
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gation with velocity /n ( |r\ is a index of refraction). The incident wave

may therefore be regarded as extinguished at any point within the medium and

replaced by another wave with a different velocity (and generally with a different

direction) of propagation ".

*)
The description of the extinction of the incident wave ' was originally

derived from the molecular optics , whir* is a microscopic theory. Tn this theory

the response of the medium to the incident field is expressed in terms of the

elementary dipole fields generated by the interaction of -the incident wave with

the individual molecules of the medium '. It was shown later [67-721 that the

extinction theorem may also be derived from the Maxwell theory. Besideithiaa

great deal of attention was.gi.Twn to varitms modifications and generalizations

of the theorem ( see for instance [73-90]).

The quantunnnechanical version of the extinction •theorem was studied "by

M.Lax £91] in his treatment of the multiple scattering, inother approach to

the Quantum - mechanical modification of the theorem was proposed by S.Wolf

[71], He showed that the cancellation of the wave function at every point

inside the potential barrier takes place.

Our aim in this section is to show that in the framework of our quantum-

field model the extinction theorem can be proved.

First of all we recall the results of section 4 where the migration of the

one photon packet in the crystal was studied, fhe function F (^,0 which

deicribes the evolution of the photon has the form (4.12):

4,

(8.1)

— — \
t (8-w«)

•' This extinction 'become known as the Iwald-Oseen " Ausloeschunpssatz "f66T.

' The reader has already noticed thatin ovsr paper the quantum version of this

microscopical approach Tias used .
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The first -term on the r.h.s, of this formulae describes the incident radiation.

The second one describes the secondary radiation. This very term consists of

•two parts. One of them cancels exactly the term F («-l/(£,-uj) and the second

one describes the propagation of the photon in the crystal. This is true even

in the longwave approximation (4.13). We1 will show it. In t-representation

the longwave limit of (8.1) has the form:

M
(8.2)

*k

and

(8.3)

Now the proof of ths extinction theorem is transparent. The term describing the

secondary radiation (8.2) really consists of two parts and one of them

esactly cancels out the term describing the incident photon (8.3)-

Generalization of the proof to many-photons problem is obvious because

the description of the propagation of the n-photons packet in crystal can

be reduced to one-photon problem ( see sections 5-7 ) •

O, CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the explicit exact solutions of proposed quantum-field

model in all possible sectors ware ̂ iven. Particularly, ths propagation of the

one photon wave packet was studied. It was shown that there axe beats of energy

between the radiation and the crystal.

Besides this the evolution of the coherent radiation was investigated.

It '.ras proved -t.liat the coherent state >s conserved only if the crystal is in
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the 'basic state at t ~ 0 ,

The other remarkable feature of the model under consideration is that it

gives -the possibility to prove the Ewald- Oseen theorem on the quantum level.

Of course when one wants to calculate the realistic values of the physical

quantities,like for instance refraction index the proposed model should be modified.

For instancei,one can take into account the direct interactions between the atoms

and their thermal motion as well as the finiteness of their mass. It is interesting

&lso to treat a finite crystal and the case when the atoms are not identical or

to take into account the multilevel atoms.

One of the simplest modifications of the proposed model is when the

infinite crystal is supposed to be deformed { for instance oy acoustic wave ) .

This modification uas studied in [92] and it was shown that the extinction

theorem 'also takes place in this case.

Finally we want to underline that in our model the Q -"bosons can he

assumed to have mass different from zero. Therefore one can use the results

of this paper in the description of the multiple scattering ( for instance

pion - nuoleon scattering) problem rj?3—94"! -
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